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Abstract
We hypothesized that repressors would show cognitive avoidance of threatening information in an
attention deployment task\ but an attentional bias for the same information in an emotional interference
task\ while high anxious subjects would show a threat!related bias on both tasks[ A modi_ed Stroop task
and a visual probe task "VPT# were used\ with physical threat words\ social threat words\ social positive
words and general positive words[ The relationship of the response to the two tasks was also investigated[
The results showed that high state anxiety was related to greater Stroop interference of physical threat words
as well as social words\ both threat and positive[ No group e}ects were found for the Stroop\ in spite of
su.cient power[ In contrast\ in the VPT high trait anxious subjects shifted attention only towards social
threat words\ especially when these words were presented outside their attentional focus[ No di}erence
involving the repressor group was present[ There was a small positive inter!task relation for social threat!
related bias[ It is suggested that the emotional biases measured by the Stroop and the VPT re~ect automatic
decisions about cognitive resource allocation at subsequent phases in information processing\ at which
increasingly more speci_c aspects of the emotional information are deciphered and used[ Þ 0888 Elsevier
Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction
There is a growing body of evidence that anxiety is associated with systematic cognitive biases
that favour the processing of threatening information "Broadbent and Broadbent\ 0877^ Williams
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et al[\ 0877^ Mathews et al[\ 0878^ Mineka and Sutton\ 0881#[ In general\ these biases are explained
by assuming an allocation of attentional resources or processing resources for threat information[
However\ the nature of these anxiety!related biases is still poorly understood[ Moreover\ it is
questionable whether these biases are simply absent in low anxious individuals or whether these
individuals show the opposite pattern\ i[e[ actively avoiding the processing of threat information[
Several studies have produced an inconsistent picture of the pattern of biases in low anxious
individuals "e[g[ MacLeod et al[\ 0875^ Dawkins and Furnham\ 0878^ Fox\ 0882 0883^ Myers and
McKenna\ 0885# and the clari_cation of this picture may have consequences for the understanding
of cognitive processing in anxiety "de Ruiter and Brosschot\ 0883#[ Two problems seem to be at
the heart of the confusion and will be addressed in this study[ One is that both low anxious groups
and high anxious groups may be far from homogeneous with respect to their reactions to threat
information[ A second cause for confusion is that the di}erent tasks used to study anxiety!related
cognitive bias do not actually measure the same process or measure di}erent aspects of the same
process[
First\ results from a range of studies show that low anxious individuals are a rather heterogeneous
group with respect to their behaviour under stressful conditions[ A large subgroup shows physio!
logical and behavioural reactions that are not compatible with their low trait anxiety scores on a
paper and pencil test[ Such reactions also include performance on tasks that are used to measure
cognitive bias for threat information[ The subgroup that displays these contradictory responses is
de_ned by low scores on trait anxiety as well as high scores on a measure of {{defensiveness|| "the
MarloweÐCrowne social desirability scale] MC\ Crowne and Marlowe\ 0859#[ They are called
{{repressors|| "REP# and are distinguished from so!called {{truly low anxious|| "TLA#\ subjects
who also score low on defensiveness[ High anxious subjects are similarly divided into {{high
defensive:high anxious|| "HD:HA# subjects\ who score high on both scales and {{high anxious||
"HA# subjects\ who score high on anxiety and low on defensiveness[ This division into subgroups
on the basis of defensiveness scores is based on a series of studies inspired by the work of
Weinberger et al[ "0868#[ Several of these studies have demonstrated that while subjects with a
repressor "REP# coping style seem to be low anxious\ they are more like high anxious subjects in
their physiological and nonverbal reactions to stressors[ The magnitude of their reactions might
even exceed those of high anxious subjects "Weinberger et al[\ 0868^ Asendorpf and Scherer\ 0872^
Jamner et al[\ 0877^ Esterling et al[\ 0889^ Bonanno et al[\ 0880#[ In other words\ while objective
measures among REP subjects indicate the presence of anxiety\ subjective measures do not[
In line with these _ndings\ Dawkins and Furnham "0878# showed that REP subjects dem!
onstrated more threat!induced decrement in reaction time for threat words on a modi_ed Stroop
task\ even more than commonly found among HA subjects[ In fact\ the interference by threat
words was twice as high for REP subjects than for HA subjects\ while there was no interference at
all in TLA subjects[ Fox "0883# repeated this experiment\ but she did not _nd the same interaction
between group and word type[ An explanation for this non!replication of the Dawkins and
Furnham results could be that Fox administered words of di}erent valence randomly and in a
trial!by!trial fashion\ while Dawkins and Furnham used blocked presentations of similar word
types with the traditional format of the Stroop task[ In a blocked trial\ repeating words of the
same category may lead to stronger priming "Broadbent and Gathercole\ 0889#[ Thus\ only when
blocked trials are used\ may the interference e}ects be robust enough to detect the in~uences of
the REP coping style[
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If the Dawkins and Furnham results are replicated\ they will add support to the view that REP
subjects are in fact high anxious subjects who claim not to be anxious on self!report measures[ An
emotional interference e}ect as shown in their study may then be seen as proof of a cognitive bias
for threat words in REP subjects\ consistent with the usual interpretation of these results in anxious
subjects "MacLeod and Mathews\ 0880#[ On the other hand\ other similar cognitive experimental
studies suggest an alternative interpretation[ Myers and McKenna "0885#\ using socially threatening
words and a more extreme selection of repressors\ reported the exact opposite of Dawkins and
Furnham[ In their study\ all groups except the REP subjects showed higher interference for socially
threatening words[ Myers and McKenna interpreted these _ndings suggesting that REP subjects
avoid the processing of social!emotional information[ In two other studies REP subjects show the
opposite of the HA reaction pattern] again\ REP subjects seem to avoid and even actively inhibit
threat information\ when compared with other groups of subjects "Fox\ 0882\ 0883#[ In one of
these experiments\ Fox "0882# used a task for attentional deployment\ the visual probe paradigm
developed by MacLeod et al[ "0875#[ In this task\ two words are presented on a computer screen\
while the subject has to name aloud the top word and ignore the bottom word[ Following the
display of the words\ a visual probe "a black dot# may appear on the location of a word and the
subject is asked to push a button as soon as this happens[ Attentional allocation is believed to be
measured by the reaction time "RT# to this visual probe[ The rationale is that the faster the subject
reacts to a given dot location\ the more the subject|s attention is drawn by that location[ On the
other hand\ the longer it takes to push the button for a given dot location\ the more the subject|s
attention is drawn by the opposite location[ When both these conditions are ful_lled for threat
words\ attentional bias for threat words is thought to be present[ Using this paradigm\ MacLeod
et al[ "0875# and Mogg et al[ "0881# found that anxious patients showed an attentional bias for
threatening social and physical words\ while control subjects showed the reverse pattern[ Fox
"0882# replicated this _nding for high trait anxious subjects "i[e[ HA subjects#\ but only for social
threat words[ She also showed that low trait anxious subjects\ that were also REP subjects\ shifted
their attention away from social threat words\ while {{truly|| low trait anxious TLA individuals did
not show a consistent attentional pattern[
In another study\ Fox "0883# showed a speci_c threat!related {{negative priming|| e}ect for REP
subjects\ which was not present in the HA subjects or TLA subjects[ In a negative priming
paradigm\ a reaction to a target stimulus is delayed when the same stimulus or a semantically
related stimulus has to be ignored in the previous trial[ This delay "negative priming# is interpreted
as a measure of cognitive inhibition[ By using stimuli of neutral and threat categories\ it was
demonstrated that the reactions of REP subjects\ when compared to the other subjects\ were more
delayed if the repeated stimulus was a threat word than when it was a neutral word[ HA subjects\
on the other hand\ had slower reactions to all stimuli after a threat stimulus that had to be ignored[
Fox concluded that in this task REP subjects seem to inhibit threat information more e}ectively
than either HA or TLA subjects[ In contrast\ HA subjects seemed to have di.culty inhibiting the
threat information * at least until the next trial[
Thus\ both Fox|s visual probe study and her negative priming study support the notion that
REP subjects are characterized by cognitive avoidance of threat information[ Although this is
clearly consistent with the usual interpretation of the repressor coping style\ it is not immediately
clear how these results can be reconciled with the higher threat!induced bias of REP subjects in a
Stroop task "Dawkins and Furnham\ 0878#[ This might be explained if one takes into account the
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stage of information processing at which these tasks are directed and the spatial properties of the
tasks[ One of the di}erences between the Stroop task and the other tasks * the visual probe task
and negative priming task * is that the Stroop task measures reactions to simultaneously presented
stimuli\ while the other two tasks measure reactions to the stimulus presented immediately after
the threat stimuli[ Considering that in the visual probe task and the negative priming task the
critical measures occur 299 to 499 ms after the presentation of the threat stimulus\ these tasks are
probably measuring di}erent mechanisms than the Stroop task does[ Another important di}erence
between the tasks is that in the Stroop task\ the critical threatening information is integrated in
the attended stimuli\ while in the VPT half of the threatening and attended stimuli are spatially
separate "but all pairs of threatening and attended stimuli are {{separated|| in time#[ Both these
di}erences might explain the contrasting e}ects found for repressors in the tasks[ It may be possible
that compared to HA subjects\ REP subjects have as much "or even more# di.culty inhibiting
threat information during reacting to the * integrated * target\ re~ected in higher threat!related
interference in the Stroop task "Dawkins and Furnham\ 0878#[ However\ in contrast to HA
subjects\ they may succeed in cognitive avoidance in a later processing stage\ especially when the
target is spatially separated from threat[ This would be re~ected in an attentional bias away from
threat information in the visual probe task and a better inhibition of threat information in a
negative priming task "Fox\ 0882\ 0883#[
In summary\ it seems that the presence of a selective bias for threat information in low anxious
persons is dependent on their {{defensiveness||[ Part of the low anxious subjects are characterized
by an avoidant or {{repressive|| style of reacting to stressors[ An attentional bias for threat
information "resembling the bias found in high trait anxious subjects "Dawkins and Furnham\
0878## as well as avoidant processing of threat information has been found for these repressors
"Fox\ 0883#[ This avoidant style may be detected depending on which task is used to tap it[
The present study serves two main goals[ One is to try to replicate the di}erential _ndings of
processing bias and cognitive avoidance for REP\ HA and TLA subjects[ This is done with the aid
of the two paradigms that are most frequently used in cognitive bias studies in anxiety\ the visual
probe task "VPT^ Fox\ 0882# and the modi_ed Stroop task "Dawkins and Furnham\ 0878^ Fox\
0883#[ Our other aim was to investigate the degree to which a di}erent cognitive mechanism is
tapped by these two tasks[ To our knowledge\ such a comparison within subjects of the two tasks
has not been previously undertaken[ For this purpose\ we have studied the convergence of the
biases measured by both tasks for di}erent emotional words[ Such an analysis would show whether
or not and to what extent\ the two tests measure a similar mechanism[
We had several expectations[ Firstly\ in line with Dawkins and Furnham "0878#\ we expected
that interference by threat words would be higher in REP subjects than in HA subjects and higher
in the latter than in TLA subjects[ Secondly\ we expected that REP subjects would shift their
attention away from social threat words in the VPT\ in comparison to physical threat words "Fox\
0882# and\ additionally\ to positive words\ while HA subjects were expected to shift their attention
toward social threat words[ Thirdly\ we thought TLA subjects would show no selective bias in
either task[ Fourthly and exploratively\ we correlated response latencies for the emotional Stroop
trials with the VPT indexes that are used to express emotional bias in the VPT[
As an additional check\ we also used positively valenced social words in both tasks\ in addition
to general positive words\ in order to investigate whether the expected biases for social words
pertain to the semantic category of general social information\ instead of to the speci_c threatening
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content "see also Mathews and Klug\ 0882#[ Furthermore\ unlike Dawkins and Furnham "0878#
and Fox "0882#\ we took care to include the HD:HA group[ Most studies using Weinberger et al[
"0868# repressor operationalization were performed without this group\ mainly because it is di.cult
to _nd enough HD:HA subjects[ It is obvious\ however\ that without this category no _nal
conclusions can be drawn with regard to the independent contributions of defensiveness and trait
anxiety[ Finally\ we included state anxiety in the analyses\ since attentional bias for threat is most
often found when trait as well as state anxiety is high "Broadbent and Broadbent\ 0877^ MacLeod
and Mathews\ 0877#[

1[ Method
1[0[ Subjects
Sixty!nine _rst!year students\ recruited from a large pool of psychology students\ served as
subjects in the experiment\ participating for either course credit or a small amount of money[ Their
age ranged from 07 to 31 yr "mean11[1 yr#\ 49 subjects were female\ 08 were male[ The subjects
were divided according to their scores on defensiveness on the MarloweÐCrowne scale "MC^
Crowne and Marlowe\ 0859^ Hermans\ 0856# and their trait anxiety scores on the Spielberger trait
anxiety inventory "STAI^ van der Ploeg et al[\ 0868#[ We used a shortened version of the MC
"Hermans\ 0856# and like Weinberger et al[ "0868#\ the medians of both scales were chosen to split
the subjects into four groups] 04 REP subjects "high MC:low STAI#\ 04 HD:HA "high MC:high
STAI\ 00 TLA "low MC:low STAI# and 09 HA "low MC:High STAI#[ Eighteen subjects scored
on a median and were therefore left out[ Fifteen subjects is su.cient to _nd a similar e}ect size as
was found by Dawkins and Furnham "0878#[ State anxiety was measured before the tasks\ using
the state version of the STAI "van der Ploeg et al[\ 0868#[
1[1[ Materials
Five di}erent stimulus categories of 25 words were used[ There were two threat categories] social
threat "e[g[ lonely\ stupid etc[# and physical threat "e[g[ infection\ cancer#[ We used social positive
"e[g[ respect\ intelligent# and general positive "e[g[ funny\ optimist#\ respectively\ as {{emotional
counterparts||[ Finally\ a neutral category of words was employed "e[g[ wallpaper\ automatic#[
This category was used to control for inter!group di}erences in reaction times[ The words were
chosen from Asmundson et al[ "0881#\ Phaf et al[ "0881#\ Fox "0882# and Mathews and Klug
"0882#[ The words in the di}erent categories were matched on lexical frequency\ number of syllables
and on the extent to which they were representative of their respective categories[ There was no
information available on emotionality of the words[ In both the Stroop task and the VPT\ words
in the _ve categories were administered in corresponding blocks[ These blocks were randomized
per subject and words within the blocks were also randomized[
For the Stroop task\ 01 words of each category were chosen at random from each of the _ve
categories[ The Stroop words were matched between the categories on word frequency and number
of syllables[ Each word block was presented three times\ resulting in "01×4×2# 079 trials in
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"4×2# 04 blocks[ At the start of the Stroop task\ 04 non!experimental neutral words were
introduced for practice trials[
The remaining 13 words for each of the _ve categories were applied in the VPT[ Each category
word and neutral word pair was matched with respect to word frequency and number of syllables[
For this task\ another 139 matched extra neutral words were employed to create 019 _ller pairs[
Five blocks were presented to each subject\ consisting of 13 critical word pairs "category word and
neutral word# and the 019 _ller word pairs[ In total\ "4×"13¦019## 619 word pairs were used
in the VPT[
1[2[ Apparatus
1[2[0[ Stroop task
The Stroop words were presented to the subject via an IBM!compatible Laser microcomputer and
a Sanyo 01!inch "29[4 cm# colour monitor[ Before the presentation of each word\ a _xation square
appeared on the centre of the screen for 499 ms[ After that\ each word was shown at the same
location in one of four colours "red\ yellow\ blue and green#[ The words were displayed in lower
case and were 5 mm high[ In each trial\ the word remained on the screen until the subject had
started to name its color aloud[ Using a voice key\ the reaction time "time between onset of word
presentation and the detection of the vocal response# was registered per word with 0!ms accuracy[
When there was no reaction within 2999 ms\ the trial was considered to have failed and registered
as an error[ The experimenter marked errors due to vocalizations and other sounds and marked
the color that the subjects named with a separate keyboard[
1[2[1[ Visual probe task
The VPT words were presented via the same computer con_guration as the Stroop words[ The
program presented each of the word pairs brie~y "499 ms#\ with the words separated on the vertical
axis of the screen by a distance of 0[1 inch "2 cm# "visual angle less than 1 degrees#[ In each of the
_ve blocks "four emotional blocks and one neutral block#\ dot probes occurred on 13 randomly
chosen neutral word pairs and on all critical word pairs[ In addition\ half of the probes replaced
the upper word\ while the other half replaced the lower word\ with equal probability of locations
for each emotional category[ A small _xed interval of 14 ms was introduced between the termination
of the word display and presentation of the dot probe[ In trials without probes\ the next pair of
words followed after 0 s^ on probe trials\ the dot remained until the subjects responded[ Word
position and probe position gave rise to four di}erent conditions and the categories were evenly
distributed over these conditions "5 words in each# for each subject[ The program balanced the
word pairs over the conditions and subjects in such a way that every word pair had appeared once
in each of the 3 conditions after each group of 3 subjects[ Every session started with 5 practice
trials[ RTs to dot probes in the VPT are thought to re~ect the extent to which the subject|s attention
is drawn "or moved away# from the location where a word of certain emotional valence has just
been displayed[ RTs to dot probes at the position of the critical emotional word are assumed to
be smaller when attention is drawn to the word "{{congruent|| condition#[ In contrast\ RTs to dot
probes that appear on the other location are assumed to be larger when attention is drawn to the
critical word "{{incongruent|| condition#[
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1[3[ Procedure
Subjects were told that the experiment was about reaction time and attention[ Each subject was
presented a Stroop task and a VPT[ The order of tasks was randomized[ There was a 29 min
interval between the tasks in which the above!mentioned questionnaires "see {{subjects||# and some
other questionnaires were _lled in by the subjects\ that did not pertain to the current research
questions[
In the Stroop session\ the subjects were asked to name aloud as fast as possible the color of each
word presented on the screen[ In the VPT\ they were asked to read aloud the top word as soon as
it appeared and press a button "under the _ngers of their right hand# as soon as a dot appeared
"see also MacLeod et al[\ 0875#[
1[4[ Analysis
For the two tasks\ analyses of variance "ANOVA|s# for repeated measures were performed on
the RTs for the 3 emotional word categories[ The between!subjects factors were group "REP vs[
HD:HA vs[ TLA vs[ HA#\ state anxiety "median split# and order of presentation of the tasks[ For
the Stroop task\ there was one within subject factor] Category "social negative vs[ social positive
vs[ physical negative vs[ general negative#[ For the VPT\ there were three within subject factors]
category\ emotional word position "under vs[ up# and dot position "idem#[ If visual attention was
allocated di}erently for the 3 categories and the four groups\ then this should be indicated by a 3
way interaction group×category×emotional word position×dot position[ To explore the VPT
_ndings further\ an index of attentional bias was used that is proposed by several authors to
facilitate the understanding of the otherwise complex interactions in this task "MacLeod et al[\
0875^ Mogg et al[\ 0881^ Fox\ 0882#[ This index is calculated for each of the emotional word types
as follows] ð"word up and dot under#−"word under and dot under#Ł¦ð"word under and dot
up#−"word up and dot up#Ł divided by two[ The rationale underlying this index is that the presence
of an anxiety!related attentional bias requires two di}erences between anxious subjects and con!
trols] "0# faster RTs for trials that are congruent with respect to emotional word position and dot
position "both emotional word and dot in same location#^ and "1# slower RTs for incongruent trials
"emotional word and dot in di}erent locations#[ A relatively high positive index value for trials
from an emotional category is interpreted as meaning that the subject|s attention is allocated to
the location where a word belonging to this category appeared[ In contrast\ a relatively high
negative index value indicates that the subject shifted attention away from these words[ The neutral
category was not used in the analysis of the VPT\ for the obvious reason that {{incongruent|| and
{{congruent|| trials do not exist for neutral words against the background of other neutral words[
The neutral category was also not used in the Stroop analysis\ for the following reasons[ Preliminary
analysis showed that there was no group di}erence for neutral words "see results section#[ Adding
these words to the analyses would decrease power[ Additional analyses with neutral words included
did not change any of the results\ except for slightly enhancing p!values[ The main interest of the
current study is\ like in Fox| studies\ the di}erence between groups in their reactions to emotional
words[
Finally\ to compare the responses on the Stroop and the VPT\ hierarchical regression analysis
was used for each of the word categories[ In each of the analyses\ RTs to neutral trials were entered
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Table 0
Mean trait anxiety scores and defensiveness scores for the experimental groups

Trait anxiety
Defensiveness

Repressors

High def[:high trait anxious

Truly low trait anxious

High trait anxious

20[4 "2[6#
6[4 "0[2#

34[3 "4[3#
6[2 "0[1#

20[4 "1[7#
2[4 "9[6#

32[9 "3[0#
2[3 "0[0#

Standard deviations are in brackets[

as a _rst predictor\ to control for the expected high correlation of general reaction speed on both
tasks[
2[ Results
2[0[ Defensiveness and anxiety scores
Mean scores of the Spielberger trait anxiety scale and the MC scale are shown in Table 0[ The
3 groups di}ered in trait anxiety "F"2\36#30[5^ P³9[990# and MC!defensiveness "F"2\36#41[4^
P³9[990#[ StudentÐNewmanÐKeuls "SNK# tests for multiple comparisons revealed that HA and
HD:HA subjects had higher trait anxiety scores than REP and TLA subjects and that REP and
HD:HA subjects had higher defensiveness scores than HA and TLA subjects[ These scores are
very much like those in\ for example\ the studies of Fox "0882\ 0883#\ corrected\ of course\ for the
fact that we used a shortened version of the MC[
2[1[ Stroop task
In the Stroop task\ the number of errors in color naming and other errors never exceeded 5)
of the total number of trials per category:subject "mean error percentage was 0[3)\ with a standard
deviation of 9[75)#[ There were neither di}erences in number of errors between the groups nor
between the word categories[ There were no e}ects or interaction e}ects involving group or any of
the others factors on the RTs to neutral trials[ Therefore\ there was no need to use neutral RTs as
a covariate in the analyses of the emotional trials[ The ANOVA for repeated measures of the RTs
scores "see Table 1# showed no order of presentation e}ect[ Further analyses were performed

Table 1
Mean reaction times "ms# and standard deviations in the Stroop task for each category and each experimental group

Physical Threat
Social Threat
General Positive
Social Positive

Repressors

high def[:high trait anxious

Truly low trait anxious

High trait anxious

533
526
521
515

541
539
512
529

532
519
521
516

546
528
520
516

"54#
"64#
"64#
"62#

"77#
"74#
"59#
"57#

"76#
"89#
"88#
"090#

"78#
"099#
"82#
"61#
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Table 2
Mean reaction times "ms# and standard deviations in the Stroop task for
each category and low versus high state anxiety

Physical threat
Social threat
General positive
Social positive

Low state anxiety

High state anxiety

529
519
507
509

545
531
518
532

"69#
"70#
"69#
"55#

"76#
"76#
"72#
"71#

without this factor[ There was a main e}ect of category "F"2\30#5[0\ P³9[90#[ Post hoc t!tests
showed that this e}ect was due to the fact that RT for physical threat words "530 ms# was longer
than for the other 2 categories] social threat words "518 ms^ t"56#1[3\ P³9[94#\ general positive
words "511 ms^ t"56#3[0\ P³9[990# and social positive words "513 ms^ t"56#2[4\ P³9[990#[
There was no e}ect or interaction e}ect involving group\ but there was a trend "P³9[09# toward
an interaction between state anxiety and category[ When the group factor was removed from the
analysis\ this interaction was signi_cant "F"2\52#1[8\ P³9[94#[ This was further explored by
ANOVAs over the four categories\ separately for low and high state anxiety groups "divided on
the median#[ The mean RTs for each anxiety group are displayed in Table 2[ The e}ect of
Category was stronger for high state anxiety "F"2\16#7[0\ P9[990#\ than for low state anxiety
"F"2\23#2[33\ P³9[94#[ Student|s t!tests for paired samples within the groups showed that RTs
of low anxious subjects were higher on physical threat trials "529 ms# than on the three other
emotional types of trials] general positive trials "507 ms^ t"25#1[0\ P³9[94#\ social positive trials
"509 ms^ t"25#2[18\ P³9[90# and * marginally signi_cant * on social threat trials "519 ms^
t"25#0[7\ P³9[09#[ For high anxious subjects\ the e}ects were quite di}erent\ in that RTs on the
general positive trials\ rather than on the physical threat trials\ di}ered signi_cantly from other
trials] RTs on general positive trials "518 ms# were lower than on physical threat trials "545 ms^
t"18#2[7\ P³9[990#\ on the social positive trials "532 ms^ t"18#2[3\ P³9[90# and\ marginally\
the social threat trials "531 ms^ t"18#0[7\ P³9[09#[ Thus\ it appeared that\ while low state anxious
subjects react slower to physical threat words than to all other word types\ high state anxious
subjects react slower to physical threat words and both types of social words than to general
positive words[ From Table 2\ it can be seen that the di}erence between the low and high anxious
subjects is higher for physical threat words "15 ms#\ social threat words "11 ms# and social positive
words "22 ms# than for general positive words "00 ms#[
2[2[ Visual probe task
For the VPT\ there was also no e}ect of Order and no e}ect or interaction e}ect involving state
anxiety and therefore these factors were removed from further analyses[ As might be expected\
RTs were faster when the dot replaced the upper word that was to be named aloud "375 ms# than
when it replaced the lower word location "406 ms^ t"52#−1[85\ P³9[90#[ Again\ There were no
e}ects or interaction e}ects on the neutral RTs to neutral trials[ Thus\ there was no need to use
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Table 3
Mean reaction times "ms# and standard deviations in the visual probe task "VPT# for each category and each experimental
group\ separated by dot position and emotional word position

Physical Threat
Congruent]
dot low:word low
dot high:word high
Incongruent]
dot low:word high
dot high:word low
Social Threat
Congruent]
dot low:word low
dot high:word high
Incongruent]
dot low:word high
dot high:word low
General Positive
Congruent]
dot low:word low
dot high:word high
Incongruent]
dot low:word high
dot high:word low
Social Positive
Congruent]
dot low:word low
dot high:word high
Incongruent]
dot low:word high
dot high:word low

Repressors

High def[:
high trait anxious

Truly low
trait anxious

High trait
anxious

354 "75#
347 "099#

495 "033#
351 "029#

362 "61#
324 "66#

373 "55#
348 "097#

493 "042#
360 "75#

376 "001#
375 "87#

349 "53#
353 "63#

316 "54#
345 "69#

354 "093#
362 "005#

357 "014#
331 "008#

364 "094#
317 "62#

382 "069#
323 "78#

347 "84#
378 "025#

362 "010#
365 "004#

331 "55#
367 "092#

373 "86#
493 "000#

371 "093#
333 "82#

499 "008#
358 "83#

389 "095#
332 "77#

337 "37#
325 "65#

354 "004#
369 "76#

373 "094#
384 "010#

336 "63#
347 "67#

340 "001#
334 "64#

389 "021#
354 "098#

354 "61#
334 "79#

328 "57#
330 "66#

339 "78#
498 "038#

344 "096#
375 "88#

354 "78#
376 "72#

344 "61#
360 "090#

300 "51#
327 "61#

neutral RTs as a covariate in the analyses of the emotional trials[ The RTs for the four emotional
categories are displayed in Table 3[ Only the interactions involving emotional word×dot position
were considered[ There was a signi_cant group×category×emotional word position×dot position
""F"8\019#1[4^ P³9[94# interaction and there were no other signi_cant e}ects[ To facilitate
comprehension of this 3!way interaction\ we explored it further using the indexes mentioned in
Section 1 and used by others "MacLeod et al[\ 0875^ Mogg et al[\ 0881^ Fox\ 0882#[ As explained\
a high positive value on these indexes indicates attentional bias\ while a high negative index
indicates an attentional shift away from the location of the emotional word[ These indexes are
calculated as ð"word up and dot under#¦"word under and dot up#Ł−ð"word up and dot up#¦"word
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Table 4
Indices for attentional bias in the visual probe task "VPT# for each emotional word set and each experimental group]
"incongruentÐcongruent#:1

Physical threat
Social threat
General positive
Social positive

Repressors

High def[:
high trait anxious

Truly low
trait anxious

High trait
anxious

15
3
4
−6

−1
10
4
12

−4
7
−03
12

−29
20
7
−49

"50#
"20#
"10#
"35#

"44#
"89#
"54#
"33#

"38#
"65#
"28#
"33#

"32#
"75#
"33#
"70#

under and dot under#Ł divided by two\ or ð"incongruent−congruent#:1Ł[ Separate ANOVAs for
these indexes for each group "see Table 4# revealed that the interaction category×emotional word
position×dot position was signi_cant only for HA subjects "F"2\13#2[2^ P³9[94#[ Student|s t!
tests showed that in this group\ the social threat index "20 ms# di}ered from the physical threat
index "−29 ms# and the social positive index "−49 ms# and also * but not signi_cantly * from
the general positive index "7 ms#[
An e}ect of index does not tell whether both the expected incongruent e}ects and congruent
e}ects are present\ or only one of them[ Therefore\ the VPT results were further explored by
performing ANOVAs separately for {{congruent|| and {{incongruent|| trials[ According to the
rationale underlying the VPT\ an attentional bias should be re~ected in both a faster response to
congruent trials and a slower response to incongruent trials[ The ANOVAs showed that RTs in
congruent social threat trials were only a little bit smaller * and nonsigni_cant * than in physical
threat trials "−6# and social positive trials "−00#[ In contrast\ RTs in incongruent social threat
trials were much higher than in physical threat trials "¦44^ t"7#1[4^ P³9[94# and in social
positive trials "¦60^ t"7#2[8^ P³9[90#[
2[3[ Correlations between the Stroop and VPT
The RTs in the neutral trials of the Stroop and VPT were modestly correlated "r9[25^ P³9[90#\
for all VPT trials[ The correlation was somewhat slighter when the dot position in the VPT was
low "r9[17^ P³9[94# than when it was high "r9[27^ P³9[90#[ This is not surprising considering
that the VPT trials with upper dot positions resemble Stroop trials somewhat more than those
with lower dot positions\ the similarity being the greater spatial integration of the stimuli "word
and respectively color and dot#[
RTs to the four emotional word categories on the Stroop test were regressed on the corresponding
VPT indexes\ after partializing out the e}ect of neutral Stroop trials[ Of the four tests\ the partial
correlation for social threat words was * marginally * signi_cant and negative "part r−9[10^
P³9[09#[ Separate regression analysis were performed for the congruent and incongruent VPT
trials[ These showed that for social threat words\ Stroop RTs were signi_cantly related to congruent
trials "part r9[07^ P³9[94#\ but less so and insigni_cantly to incongruent trials "part r9[96\
NS#[
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3[ Discussion
In the present study\ we did not _nd con_rmation of Dawkins and Furnham "0878# and Fox
"0882# _ndings for repressors concerning attentional bias on the emotional Stroop task and the
visual probe task[ In the following\ we will discuss the Stroop and VPT results\ their relationship
and what the results might possibly tell about di}erent processes underlying the biases found with
the two tasks[
3[0[ Stroop interference
With respect to the Stroop\ there was no evidence of interference by threat words in repressors
"REP subjects# and also not in high anxious "HA# subjects[ Instead\ we found that all subjects
showed greater interference by physical threat words[ Although no group di}erences involving
trait anxiety and defensiveness were found\ there were several e}ects of state anxiety[ High state
anxious subjects showed higher interference by physical threat words and social threat words and
social positive words than by general positive words[ It seems that while low state anxious subjects
are only retarded in their color naming of physical threat words\ high state anxious subjects are
even more retarded by physical threat words\ but also by all words from the social category\
irrespective of their valence[
To investigate the possibility that low power prevented a replication of Dawkins and Furnham
"0878# _ndings\ we did a power analysis based on the e}ect size that may be expected on the basis
of their study[ For interference by threat words in repressors\ these authors found an e}ect size of
d9[67[ With the p!level for Type I error being 9[94 and the power being 9[79\ one needs at least
a sample of 00 subjects\ which is in fact the number of repressors in Dawkins and Furnham|s
study[ In the present study\ we used 04 repressors\ which is associated with a power of 9[89 for
_nding a similar e}ect size[ Thus\ our failure to replicate Dawkins and Furnham "0878# _nding of
higher interference for threat words in repressors was not due to a lack of power[ An alternative
explanation of the nonreplication is that the words we used might have been less threatening than
those used by Dawkins and Furnham[ However\ this is unlikely\ because the same words had a
reasonably strong e}ect for anxious subjects in the VPT in our study[ Furthermore\ incorrect
identi_cation of repressors seems unlikely[ Although we did use median splits and not third
splits like Myers and McKenna "0885#\ the average defensiveness and trait anxiety scores were
comparable to other studies "Fox\ 0882\ 0883#[ Considering that Fox "0883# too was not able to
replicate the group di}erences found by Dawkins and Furnham and Myers and McKenna "0885#
but found in fact the opposite\ it is now doubtful whether REP subjects di}er from HA subjects
in their response to threatening Stroop stimuli[ Still\ it is possible that with really extreme repressors\
avoidant e}ects might be found "Myers and McKenna\ 0885#[ The lack of signi_cant di}erences
between the high and low anxious groups is in line with inconsistencies in the literature of emotional
Stroop interference in nonclinical anxiety[ Some authors failed to _nd e}ects "Martin et al[\ 0880^
Fox\ 0883#\ while others succeeded "Dawkins and Furnham\ 0878#\ particularly in conjunction
with high state anxiety "MacLeod and Mathews\ 0877^ Fox\ 0882#[ Our _nding that only state
anxiety was related to threat!induced interference is in line with these _ndings[ Together\ these
results suggest that in non!clinically anxious individuals\ threat!related Stroop interference might
be far from robust and may be more dependent on current emotional state than in clinically
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anxious individuals[ Moreover\ in the Dawkins and Furnham study\ threat!related interference
e}ects were no longer signi_cant when four subjects considered clinically anxious were removed
from the analysis[ It is also easier to _nd emotionally relevant stimuli for speci_c groups of anxiety
disorders\ which may be responsible for the greater emotional impact of modi_ed Stroop tasks in
these groups "e[g[ Watts et al[\ 0875^ Ehlers et al[\ 0877^ McNally et al[\ 0889#[
3[1[ Attentional allocation
With regard to the VPT\ our hypothesis concerning the REP groups was not con_rmed\ but we
partly succeeded in replicating Fox|s _ndings "Fox\ 0882#[ Compared to the other three groups\
HA subjects showed an attentional bias for social threat words compared to physical threat and
social positive words[ Additional analyses revealed that the bias for social threat words was due
to slower RTs to dot probes that replaced the words adjacent to the critical social threat word "the
{{incongruent|| trials#[ For dot probes that replaced the critical words themselves "the {{congruent||
trials#\ there was only a very small e}ect[ This _nding is not entirely consistent with the rationale
underlying the operationalization of attentional bias in the VPT[ According to this rationale\
attentional bias should be constituted of slower RTs in incongruent trials but also of faster RTs
in congruent trials[ Thus\ at _rst glance\ our results on the congruent trials seem to contradict
those of several comparable studies with the VPT "MacLeod et al[\ 0875^ Mogg et al[\ 0881^ Fox\
0882#[ A more careful look at the RTs in these studies shows that this conclusion is not warranted[
For example\ closer examination of the table presented by Fox "0882# shows that HA subjects in
her study were not faster in the congruent trials in the upper area "that is] half of the congruent
trials#[ Only when both the social threat word and the dot appeared in the lower area were the
RTs faster[ Moreover\ this was still only the case when congruent and incongruent trials were
compared within the HA group[ When the RTs in the incongruent and congruent trials are
compared between groups\ the following picture emerges[ RTs to incongruent social threat probes
were * in line with what was expected * slower in HA subjects than in TLA and REP subjects[
However\ the RTs of HA subjects on the congruent social threat trials were also slower[ Something
quite similar seems to be true for the results of MacLeod et al[ "0875# and Mogg et al[ "0881#\
using clinically anxious subjects[ In their studies\ the bias that was concluded to be present for
anxious subjects is only apparent when RTs "not the indexes# are compared within this group and
not when they are compared between groups[ In a comparable investigation Broadbent and
Broadbent "0877# performed a similar study\ but it is not possible to infer from their results
whether congruent and incongruent trials contributed disproportionately to the VPT index[ They
reported signi_cant correlations between "trait and state# anxiety and the index\ but not separately
for di}erent combinations of stimulus positions and they found no signi_cant interaction of
anxiety\ dot position and threat position[
The conclusion that can be drawn from the results of the studies mentioned seems to be that\
while anxious individuals react slower to targets somewhere other than where a threat stimulus
has appeared\ they are often not faster in responding to targets in the same position as where the
threat stimulus has appeared[ Fox "0882# results show that RTs may sometimes even be slower
when a target replaces a threat stimulus than when it replaces a neutral stimulus[ Although this
conclusion may be partly contrary to conclusions from previous studies\ it is in line with _ndings
from two negative priming studies in anxious subjects "Fox\ 0883^ Kindt and Brosschot\ 0886a#[
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In these studies\ anxious subjects reacted slower to targets after a threat word had appeared\
independent of its position[ Moreover\ both the VPT and negative priming _ndings are in fact
consistent with Stroop interference for threat words in anxious subjects[ In all these cases\ reaction
speed to a target seems to be hampered by the earlier or simultaneous presentation of a threat
stimulus[ In short\ an explanation based on processing priorities "see MacLeod and Mathews\
0880# seems to _t these results better than one based on an attentional bias[ This argument is
further substantiated by the signi_cant * albeit weak * positive partial correlation found between
the RTs for social threat words on the Stroop and the incongruent VPT trials[
3[2[ Relationship of Stroop and VPT bias
Regression analyses showed that only the biases for social threat words on the Stroop and VPT
were weakly correlated[ The lack of stronger correlations might be explained in di}erent ways[
Firstly\ meaningful interference by the other word types were absent for the group as a whole[
Within the subgroups\ such correlations might be present\ but these groups are too small to yield
interpretable correlation coe.cients[ Secondly\ the relative lack of intertask correlations of biases
might indicate that one or both of the mechanisms underlying bias in the two tasks are unstable\
due to a ~uctuating processing capacity within individuals[ A recent experiment by our group
"Kindt et al[\ 0885# revealed that even two techniques to measure emotional and standard Stroop
interference "i[e[ card format and trial!by!trial format# were not correlated\ while there was only
29 min between the tasks\ just like in the present study[ Moreover\ emotional Stroop interference
within the same format was also not correlated over a 2!week interval in non!clinically anxious
subjects "Kindt and Brosschot\ 0887#[ From these studies it was concluded that\ although inter!
ference is a consistent phenomenon in one test session\ the mechanisms underlying it might be too
changeable to be used as a reliable characteristic[ This instability might also explain the lack of
association between bias in the two tasks in the current study\ especially when future studies would
demonstrate that VPT bias is also highly unstable[ A third possible explanation for the lack of
intertask correlation in the present study is that di}erent processes underlie the biases in the two
tasks[ There are other _ndings that seem to suggest such a conclusion[
3[3[ Different processes underlying Stroop and VPT bias<
An interesting point concerns the divergent _ndings for social positive trials[ In the Stroop task\
state anxious subjects showed a similar bias for social threat and social positive words\ while in
the VPT\ high anxious subjects demonstrated an attentional shift towards social threat words\ but
a shift away from social positive words[ This might shed some light on the nature of the possible
di}erent processes underlying bias in the VPT and emotional Stroop interference[ It seems to
indicate that the two tasks tap di}erent phases of the information processing chain[ It might be
argued that the extremely fast decisions required in a Stroop trial only allow for a very rough
determination of the category " for example {{social||# and not the exact emotional valence[ In the
VPT\ there is some time between the onset of the emotional stimulus and the target\ allowing
judgment of valence "{{social threat|| versus {{social positive||#[ This processing phase explanation
is in line with our suggestions based upon Stroop studies in phobic subjects\ that bias in the Stroop
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seems to be triggered in a rather crude and fast on:o} fashion and not in a linear way "Kindt and
Brosschot\ 0886b#[
This explanation may elucidate yet another peculiar result of the present study\ which is the
_nding that physical threat words yielded interference in the Stroop task " for all subjects# but not
in the VPT[ Physical threat might be a more primary type of threat\ for which a bias might be
present in a very early processing phase * and sometimes even in nonanxious subjects[ In a
previous study\ we found Stroop interference for physical threat "medical!related# words in children
irrespective of their anxiety levels "Kindt et al[\ 0886#[ In the high state anxiety subjects in the
present study\ the bias for physical threat words in the Stroop task is higher and a bias for social
words also seems to appear[ In contrast\ information bias in the VPT is tapped at a later phase\ in
which this type of information might be more easily discarded[ Instead\ in this phase\ anxious
subjects still have a bias for social threat words[ In spite of the attractiveness of this processing
phase interpretation\ it remains to be explained why physical threat words and social positive
words should yield cognitive avoidance "i[e[ a negative index# in the later phase\ instead of indices
of approximately zero[
3[4[ Some considerations about the STAI and MC
It is interesting to note that the bias for threat words found for the anxious subjects in the VPT
was highly positive only for social threat words and not for physical threat words[ This restriction
to social threat was also reported by Dawkins and Furnham "0878# and by Fox "0882# and is
probably due to the fact that the tests we used to de_ne the groups\ the STAI and the MC\ are
particularly concerned with social threat and not with physical threat "see also Fox\ 0882#[ In
clinical anxiety studies\ no di}erence was found between bias for social threat words and physical
threat words "MacLeod et al[\ 0875^ Mogg et al[\ 0881#[
A re_nement in our study was that we also studied the group of high defensive:high anxious
"HD:HA# individuals\ a group that is absent in most other repressor studies\ mainly because
individuals belonging to this group are relatively scarce[ We found the bias for social threat words
to be restricted to the HA group[ In other words\ only those high anxious subjects\ who are also
nondefensive according to their scores on the MC show a bias for social words[ This seems to
qualify the VPT results for high trait anxious subjects in the earlier studies in which no HD:HA
subjects were included "MacLeod and Mathews\ 0877^ Fox\ 0882#[
We conclude from the present study that\ with respect to cognitive processing of threat\ neither
the emotional Stroop task nor the VPT are suitable to discriminate repressors from other indi!
viduals[ The results with respect to anxiety may be summarized as follows[ When words were
presented simultaneously and integrated with the target "color#\ all subjects showed a bias for
physical threat words\ but when state anxiety was high\ both physical and social threat words and
social positive words yielded a bias[ When a target "dot# appeared some time after a word\ high
anxious:nondefensive subjects appeared to have di.culty ignoring social threat words at another
position than their attentional focus[ Bias in a {{fast|| task like the Stroop seems to be in~uenced
more by state anxiety and seems to re~ect a rough analysis of emotional signi_cance and thus
pertain to a relatively large category of emotional information "all physical threat words and all
socially related words#[ In contrast\ bias in a {{slower|| task\ like the VPT\ seemed to be in~uenced
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by trait anxiety and seems to re~ect a more re_ned analysis of emotional signi_cance and may
therefore be restricted to a relatively narrow category of social threat words[ Thus\ the Emotional
Stroop and the VPT measure bias for emotionally relevant information\ but probably at subsequent
phases of information processing\ involving increasingly more speci_ed aspects of the emotional
information[
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